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Oregon's
Rugged

Coast and
California's

Ancient
Redwoods

A Place Time Has
Forgotten

4 NIGHTS OF LODGING INCLUDED 
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Have you ever witnessed something so powerful, yet
beautiful that you couldn’t quite convey to others the
feelings you felt while there? The Oregon coast and

coastal Redwood Forests are sure to do just that! With
amazing jagged sea stacks, crashing waves, natural

caves and bridges, the coast of Oregon has no shortage
of opportunity to make great images that will leave your

friends and family in awe! The mystical Redwood
forests of Northern California offers totally different
types of conditions with lush, green trillium, moss,

ferns, massive blossoming Rhododendrons, and
morning lights rays piercing the veil of fog that will

leave you completely speechless!



**This Workshop is being offered with two sets
of consecutive dates in May into June. The Itineraries

are the same, just reversed and the lodging arrangements
comparable. Please choose the dates that are right for
you by selecting one of two buttons through the page

below. 

This workshop includes Lodging for 4 nights in an “Air
B&B Type setting. Some rooms may be shared, and

tuition based on single or double occupancy.  Keeping
the group together, close and bonded has forged so many

friendships on these workshops!

Transportation, food and drink are not included.

Limited to only 5 Students each





Sign Me Up for May 27th-31st

Sign Me Up for June 3rd-7th

http://www.jsnowphotography.com/product/oregons-rugged-coast-and-californias-ancient-redwoods-may-27th-31st-2020/
http://www.jsnowphotography.com/product/oregons-rugged-coast-and-californias-ancient-redwoods-june-3rd-7th/


http://www.jsnowphotography.com/product/oregons-rugged-coast-and-californias-ancient-redwoods-june-3rd-7th/


Group Size

5 Students

Experience Level

Intermediate

Terrain

Rugged Coastline

Activity

Moderate Hiking (less than 1 mile)

The tuition for this 4 day and 4 night workshop with lodging included



is $2599.00 with a required, and non refundable deposit of $500.00
made at time of registration to hold your spot.

**Please see cancellation policy below 

This workshop will be limited to 5 students each to maximize personal
attention!

**Transportation will not be included. Please refer to the itinerary to
ensure you have made travel, and vehicle accommodations to the

nearest airports. 

Sign Me Up for May 27th-31st

Sign Me Up for June 3rd-7th

What’s included in the tuition of this
workshop?

 

All lodging!
As with all of my workshops I try my best to keep the group
together, close and bonded. The best way I have found to do this is
to use Air B&B, HomeAway or VRBO. Sometimes rooms are
shared, sometimes they are private, but they’re usually a mix and
are costed at varying amounts based on a first come, first serve
basis.

As much knowledge as I can impart onto you, and as much as your
brain can handle!

http://www.jsnowphotography.com/product/oregons-rugged-coast-and-californias-ancient-redwoods-may-27th-31st-2020/
http://www.jsnowphotography.com/product/oregons-rugged-coast-and-californias-ancient-redwoods-june-3rd-7th/


My brain is overflowing with so much ‘stuff’, and I can’t wait to
blow your minds!

Post processing instruction
Screen recorded in Hi-res with audio available to download with
practice files!

A new outlook on photography
Seeing things in a way you haven’t before, I will challenge you on
this!

All kinds of tips and tricks to enhance your workflow, your
creativity, and skills!

Sometimes there are small tweaks and tricks that can have HUGE
impacts on our work, and workflow, and sometimes they just
come to mind away from the classroom!

Camaraderie, and new friendships with other creative folks!
Maybe the best part about these workshops is the friendships and
bonds I’ve formed with students!

Beautiful memories and images to cherish long beyond the time
together!

The Oregon coast is a place that has captivated me for
years. Its like no other place, even when you’re just a
few minutes from the next coastal town it feels like
your’e on another planet! The giant rocks and sea stacks
that rise sharply from the ocean and pounded by the



frigid pacific are incredible! With craggy shelves of
jagged rock and coral we will have endless opportunities
to capture the ebb and flow of waves, and be creative
with long exposures!

The weather can be fickle and change on a dime, with
rain and fog that can break away revealing amazing
clouds and golden light, there is always something to be
seen and photographed along the coast. Theres no lack of
mystical wonder about the coast, toting from little coastal
town to little coastal town, feasting on fresh crab and
seafood at dockside shacks, we will spend 4 days and 4
nights traveling South along the Oregon coast. The last
two days we will spend near Crescent City where we can
spend the mornings in the Redwoods, and the evenings
along the most picturesque part of the Southern Oregon
Coast. Over 4 days we will travel over 200 miles of
beautiful coastline down the historic route 101!







For 2 mornings we will visit the Northern California
coastal Redwood forests during the height of the wild
Rhododendron bloom! Last years group begged to re-
visit the same grove the next day due to its stunning
beauty! If you’ve never seen giant “Rhodie” trees in full
bloom amongst giant Redwoods then you are in for a
magnificent treat! In the early mornings these wet,
temperate forests fill with fog blown in from the sea, the
sun rises and pierces through the fog diffusing the sun,
and creating stunning rays of light!

There is something very special about being amongst the
oldest and largest trees still living, something mystical,
magical and inspiring. You might find that the fog moves
through the forest like waves, appearing, disappearing



and reappearing without warning and almost instantly.
Be ready to move quickly to capture it as it comes! If
you blink you might miss it!

Sign Me Up for May 27th-31st

Sign Me Up for June 3rd-7th

This Workshop has TWO set of dates, May 27th-
31st and June 3rd-7th. The itineraries are
identical, simply reversed and there is no benefit
of one over the other.

Please choose your workshop carefully!

Our Itinerary for the first of two immersive
workshops will begin in the town of Bandon,
Oregon southwest of Portland on the Wednesday

http://www.jsnowphotography.com/product/oregons-rugged-coast-and-californias-ancient-redwoods-may-27th-31st-2020/
http://www.jsnowphotography.com/product/oregons-rugged-coast-and-californias-ancient-redwoods-june-3rd-7th/


of each week 4pm sharp for a short Meet & Greet
and to discuss our finalized itinerary! We Will be
very near the iconic Bandon Beach, which will be
the first sunset stop on this  journey! We have a
beautiful Air B&B booked just feet away large
enough for the whole Group! 

 Each day will follow a similar pattern, with the
exception of 2 travel days and we will rise for
sunrise each day that is not a travel day. This will
ensure we have enough time to construct an in-
depth classroom session on those days. The
early sunsets can make capturing  sunrises on
travel days challenging, however this can, and
likely will change!

Our second nights stay will be in Brookings,
Oregon around 80 miles south of Bandon and a
short two hour drive with lots more coastal vistas
for us to photograph. Friday we will travel south
again but just a short 40 mile drive to Crescent
city to be nearest the incredible redwood forest.
The mornings are best here with a chance to
capture foggy, moody atmosphere amongst the
giants. We will spend 2 days here while traveling
north to Brookings for at least one more evening
session.



Night One: Bandon, Oregon
Night Two: Brookings, Oregon
Night 3&4: Crescent City, California

The itinerary for the second workshop will be
reversed.

Night 1&2: Crescent City, California
Night Three: Brookings, Oregon
Night Four: Bandon, Oregon

I can promise you, at the end of this you will have
logged more consecutive hours of photography

in one week than ever before 9unless you’ve
been on another of my workshops!) You won’t

want to stop exploring!





      THINGS YOU WILL NEED TO HAVE AND
KNOW FOR THIS WORKSHOP:

A STURDY TRIPOD



AUTUMN CAN SOMETIMES BRING INTERESTING
WEATHER, AND WITH IT SOME WIND, SO A STURDY
TRIPOD IS ESSENTIAL!

A DSLR, OR MIRRORLESS DIGITAL CAMERA
A SHUTTER RELEASE CABLE

THESE ARE ESSENTIAL IN CAPTURING TACK SHARP
IMAGES

FILTERS
DONT WORRY! THESE AREN’T ESSENTIAL BUT CERTAINLY
BENEFICIAL! A POLARIZING FILTER IS YOUR BEST FRIEND!

A WIDE ANGLE LENS
ANYTHING IN THE 12-24MM RANGE WILL BE GREAT! IT
DOESN’T NOT HAVE TO BE A ‘FAST’ LENS, Ƒ/4 LENSES ARE
FINE!

A MID TO LONG RANGE ZOOM (24-70, 28-300, 70-200, 100-
400 ETC..)
WARM CLOTHES, THAT CAN BE LAYERED AS THE DAY TIME
TEMPS CAN RISE TO OVER 80-90º’S POSSIBLY HIGHER AND
INTO THE 30º’S AT NIGHT.
SNACKS AND WATER.

YOU HAVE TO STAY FED, AND HYDRATED TO BE AT YOUR
SHARPEST!

A LAPTOP WITH PHOTOSHOP AND LIGHTROOM, I
RECOMMEND ADOBES CREATIVE SUITE!

YOU WON’T BE FOLLOWING ALONG BUT WILL WANT TO
USE SOME OF YOUR TIME IMPORTING, CULLING AND
PROCESSING YOUR IMAGES!

PLENTY OF BATTERIES
YOU DONT WANT TO BE IN THE FIELD ABOUT TO



CAPTURE ONE OF THE MOST MAGNIFICENT SCENES
YOU’VE LAID EYES ON AND HAVE YOUR BATTERY DIE!

LOTS OF MEMORY CARDS!
LIKE DEAD BATTERIES, FULL MEMORY CARDS THAT
HAVEN’T BEEN ‘DUMPED’ CAN REALLY MESS UP A SHOOT.
SO BRING EXTRA!

EXTERNAL DRIVES IF YOU WORK OFF OF ONE, OR SAVE TO
ONE.

I ALWAYS ADVISE SAVING YOUR FILES TO AN EXTERNAL,
AT LEAST AS A PRIMARY, IF NOT A BACKUP!

FLASHLIGHTS AND HEADLAMPS
IN CASE WERE OUT AFTER DARK!

STURDY SHOES!
NO BROKEN ANKLES ON THIS WORKSHOP!

TOILETRIES
A RAIN FLY FOR YOUR CAMERA BAG AND CAMERA!

THINGS YOU MIGHT WANT:
TREKKING POLES

THESE ARE NOT ESSENTIAL BUT IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE
ON UNEVEN GROUND THEY CAN BE A LIFE SAVER.
LITERALLY!

SUNGLASSES
PROTECT THOSE BABIES!

THIRD PARTY EDITING SOFTWARE THAT I USE DURING THE
POST PROCESSING WORKFLOW

HELICON FOCUS (FOR FOCUS STACKING)
NIK COLLECTION BY DXO



WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ON THIS
WORKSHOP:

SUBJECT TO CHANGES AND TIME CONSTRAINTS AT THE
DISCRETION OF THE INSTRUCTOR(S)

FINDING A CONNECTION TO NATURE
FOR ME, THE MOST INFLUENTIAL AND MOTIVATING
ASSET TO MY WORK IS THE CONNECTION I CAN HAVE
WITH A LOCATION. THIS CONNECTION CAN MAKE YOU A
BETTER PHOTOGRAPHER WITHOUT EVEN KNOWING IT!

COMPOSITION
HOW TO MAKE IMAGES MORE INTERESTING, HOW TO
MAKE THE IMAGE TELL A STORY, HOW TO MAKE THE
IMAGE YOUR OWN!

LIGHT
WHEN, WHERE, AND HOW TO CAPTURE IT, THEN HOW
TO ENHANCE IT!

FILTERS
TECHNICALLY, AND CREATIVELY FILTERS CAN IMPROVE
YOUR PHOTOGRAPHY!

BRACKETING & EXPOSURE BLENDING
HOW TO CAPTURE IMMENSE DYNAMIC RANGE, BRACKET,
AND BLEND THEM!

GEAR
NEEDS & WANTS VS. REALITY

CREATIVE USE OF FOREGROUND, AND WIDE ANGLE
DISTORTION

HOW TO USE THE DISTORTION TO YOUR ADVANTAGE,



AND HOW TO LEAD YOUR VIEWER IN!

FOCUS STACKING
HOW WE MAKE EVERY DETAIL AS SHARP AS POSSIBLE!
USING A THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE CALLED HELICON
FOCUS

HELPING COMPOSITION
STRETCHING, PERSPECTIVE CHANGE AND WARPING IN
PHOTOSHOP

DODGING AND BURNING
BALANCING AND ENHANCING LIGHT AND DEMANDING
THE VIEWERS ATTENTION!

WEB SHARPENING
PREPARING FILES TO LOOK THEIR BEST ON SOCIAL
MEDIA!

PRINT SHARPENING, AND COLOR PROFILING!
HOW TO PREPARE FILES FOR PRINTING!

IMAGE CRITIQUE
THIS CAN BE DONE AS A GROUP, OR INDIVIDUALLY BUT
IS AN ESSENTIAL AND IMPERATIVE TO GROWTH!

Sign Me Up for May 27th-31st

http://www.jsnowphotography.com/product/oregons-rugged-coast-and-californias-ancient-redwoods-may-27th-31st-2020/
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Sign Me Up for June 3rd-7th
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I will be walking you through my workflow using Adobe Products

http://www.jsnowphotography.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/lightroom-icon-12.jpg


Meet Me! Your
Instructor

My Names Joshua Snow, I’m a full time artist, and educator based

in Moab Utah but spend most of my time traveling in my hand built

travel van with my better half, and two adventurous pups Luna and

Kiva. Mountains, seas, forest and streams, deserts and canyons

are where you'll find me in search of my next image. An image that

captures the experience of its capture, conceived by the landscape

and brought to life by imagination. Photography to me is a medium

for speaking all of the words I just dont know how to say.

Creating is the most important thing in my life, without the ability to

pour myself into an image I might just explode. My imagery is pure

emotion, and I want you to feel that when you view it. As if you

were standing right by my side. Captivated, awed and inspired,

feeling every drop of misty rain, the soft breeze on your face, the

warmth of the rising sun, feel my art, my freedom.

Photography has changed me, moulded me into the person I am

today, it has taught me patience, given me wisdom, and allowed

me to express myself in a way that I never have before and I can’t

imagine being or doing anything else! When I was a kid all I

wanted to do was be outside with the bugs and animals exploring,

not studying to be an engineer, or a doctor, or astronaut, but as I

grew older I fell into the rat race of building a career, working 50



hours a week and eventually became an engineer. working and

going to school, and ended up severely and dangerously

overweight. Reconnecting with nature and picking up a camera

saved my life and helped me get into shape enough to do things I

never could've done before.

I’m healthier now and over the course of the last 6 years have

managed to break away from traditional career path and have

enjoyed helping cultivate creativity and foster imagination in so

many students.

If you have worked with me in the past you'll know that these

workshops are immensely fun, exhausting and full of invaluable

information, but you also know that I am a perfectionist and as

such am always striving to improve the value of the experience. In

the last two years I think that I have curated a great workshop

experience, and I hope you'll enjoy your time with us on this one! In

2019 nearly half of my students were returning alumni from

previous group and private workshops. Building a bond and

relationship with students is a side effect I never knew would be so

important to me!



Had such an amazing time at our Death Valley workshop, learned so
much from night photography to the actual processing. Joshua is
super knowledgeable and I will definitely be coming back for another
in the future 

Jessica Santos

I just got back from an amazing workshop with Joshua Snow! Let me
just say the experience far exceeded my expectations. From the site
selection to the in-field coaching to the editing sessions after
everything was on point. If you want to take your photography to the
next level I highly suggest Joshua Snow Photography.

Dr. Paul J. Lynch, MD

If you want a great learning experience, you need to take a workshop
from Joshua. He has a gift for capturing nature which is unique, and
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something that not every photographer or artist possess. You can
see it in his images, but also in the process he uses, from
composition to editing. He is truly talented, I would highly
recommend courses with him if you are serious about capture
nature in a unique way. Keep up the great work Joshua!

Dr. Duane Weenig, DDS

I'd been following Joshua's photography for awhile, but when a move
across country landed my wife and I in Moab for a few days, I
thought "What a better way to experience these parks than with
someone who knows them so intimately?"

Am I glad I did! Joshua was incredibly knowledgeable about where
the best light would be at certain times and how to get there. He
helped me plan and execute multiple shots, including an EPIC milky
way in Arches.

He's very personable, and after 5 minutes of hanging out, felt like
you'd known him your whole life! I learned more from my
conversations with Joshua on our one day outing than I have in the
past 4 months combined about photography.

Highly recommend taking a workshop or solo excursion with Joshua,
and hopefully will do so again myself someday.

Chris Maust
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Josh is THE BEST. I just finished a two day workshop with him, and
learned more than I could have imagined. His technical expertise and
creativity are beyond measure. He exhibits patience, kindness, and
organization through all situations. In the field, it doesn't take long
before everyone within earshot recognizes his skill level. Josh was
always helpful to everyone that approached. The main reason I
recommend Josh is that his work speaks for itself. His talent shines.
Under his guidance I was able to capture images I only ever dreamed
about. By far this is THE BEST WORKSHOP IN MOAB.

Daniel Kinney

Just do it! At the end of April 2017, I participated in Joshua’s Arches
and Canyonlands Milky Way and landscape Panorama Workshop and
am so glad that I did. I came away with skills, techniques and jaw
dropping pictures I am sure to enjoy for decades.

I learned about the workshop a only few weeks before it started and
was able to get a slot due to a cancellation, Joshua keeps the group
small to ensure lots of personalized attention. Before the workshop,
he made sure I had the correct equipment, can you say Nodal bar,
and answered all questions I had. Two days before the start he
contacted the participants to see if we could start a night early due to
weather! It turned out to be a great call as Thursday night was clear
and Friday night was cloudy!

Joshua has the technical expertise with the camera and software and
the demeanor to teach it in a relaxed way. In the field, he was always
there to provide advice, double check setting and triple check the
results. In the classroom, he made sure we knew what we were
doing and why. I had experience with Lightroom but no time with
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Photoshop and Joshua took the time explain much of the basics and
terminology.

This was my first photography workshop and my expectations were
greatly exceeded. If you want to accelerate your skills in an
immersive workshop led by a passionate, skilled, National Park and
BLM licensed photographer and adventurer then take one of
Joshua’s workshops. Furthermore, it is only set of workshops that I
am aware of that offers both infield and classroom (Adobe
Lightroom and Photoshop software) sessions.

Just do it and reaps the rewards!

Ron Gleason

This was my first photography workshop and I am so glad I went with
Josh. When I saw he would be conducting it in Death Valley I
immediately jumped on the opportunity. It was an intense 3 days so
be prepared for little sleep and lots of shooting. It was like an
injection of pure creativity which for me was much needed. Josh and
his partner, Jesse were able to provide individual attention to each
person in the group and they did not hold back on any tips and
advice on how to make your images more impactful. If you're on the
fence just pull the trigger and sign up, it'll be worth it!

Rick laRocca
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Had a blast with Josh! 1. He knew amazing places to go. 2. Planned
our shoots based on weather to make sure we got the best Scenes
3.Had great advise and tips while shooting 4. His post Processing
instruction was on point!

Chance Allred

FUN - ADVENTUROUS - INFORMATIVE
I attended Josh's workshop in Death Valley National Park and it was
everything I was hoping it would be plus more. First and foremost,
Josh is a very personable easy to talk to guy. he truly is there to help
you learn and answer all your questions. I've heard some
"professional" photographers who run workshops like this are more
concerned with getting their pictures than helping you with yours.
NOT the case with Josh. Plus, he had a co-lead photography with him,
Jesse Moran, who was just as amazing as well. No matter what your
having difficulties with on sight he's there to help you get the shot
you envisioned and especially with astrophotography(milky way)
which he is probably most well known for. Secondly, we covered
every possibly location DVNP has to offer. We were always on the
move and making the most of our time together. This part was
probably the most fun for me because I love adventure. Third, he
teaches you all his tricks of the trade to edit milky way shots and
more. If you like to have fun, if you like adventure and you want to
grow with your photography I would strongly consider doing a
workshop with Josh. You won't be disappointed.

Chris DeMars

|



Great photographer and great teacher! Josh showed me so much
more about photography and after taking the workshop I feel like I’ve
improved on a ton even though it was only a couple days with
him.Very passionate about photography which is displayed in his
teaching. Super nice guy and really knows some great spots. 100%
would recommend for a workshop and hope to take another one of
his in the future. He helped me a ton with the editing portion as well
and now I can finally finish some shots I’ve been intimidated to work
with in photoshop. Had an awesome weekend and came away with
some great shots. Psyched to go out and shoot and improve on
these techniques!

Leon Lefebvre

Josh is a passionate and giving photog and a great teacher. I recently
attended a workshop with him and what a great experience it was.
Josh's local knowledge was key in getting us to the right locations at
the right times. Josh is very knowledgeable in PS and shared his
common techniques for finishing a great landscape shot. He was
always available to answer any questions whether in the field or
doing post processing. I've only attended a few other workshops but
one thing I definitely appreciated was that when we were out
shooting, he was concerned with us getting great shots and
answering questions, NOT getting his own shots. His passion for
photography and nature is genuine and it shows. If you are thinking
of taking a photo workshop in Moab, there is only one choice: Joshua
Snow Photography!
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Dave Ruben

Just do it. I came by Joshua’s website by reading an article he wrote
for Really Right Stuffs magazine “Light and Shadow”. I then read his
blog, and what impressed me was the passion and dedication he had
for his craft. I decided to take the Moab workshop to see if that
passion and dedication was real and I can tell you firsthand, it is. We
were given choices of locations to shoot, then as a group we voted.
The class size was small (ours was five) so personal instruction was
good. I didn’t expect to come back with a stunning photo like
Joshuas, but I expected to learn how he achieved them. What I came
back with were the tools that allows you to achieve those results. The
post processing sessions were instructional and good and to get
results like his are not easy and are intensive, but in the end, the
results are impressive. Joshua promised we would be tired and sore,
and he delivered. Great workshop. Take one, you won’t regret it.

Dave Niino

I have been attending workshops for photography for over 20 years.
I have seen my share of good ones and not so good, but without
question, the workshop with Joshua Snow was the best I have ever
been to. Please read why: 1) His images are incredible evoking
emotions in almost every one. Through his images he demonstrates
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his knowledge of translating what he sees through his lens to a
representation that makes one understand the beauty of nature and
our surroundings. 2) The workshop itself was challenging
intellectually, artistically, and physically. Josh took us to places where
we had the opportunity to create our own once in a lifetime images.
If we needed help, advice, or guidance, he was right there to do so.
He did not concern himself with capturing his own photos, but rather
focused on making sure the participants got the shots they were
after. 3) Josh was incredibly generous with his time. He stayed with
us at a shoot or in a class until everyone was satisfied and had all
their questions answered. He recorded all of his instruction and has
given us access to it so we can review the wealth of knowledge he
provided. 4) Josh Snow is among the most passionate people I have
ever met with respect to photography and the outdoors. He freely
shares all of his knowledge about photography, light, capture
techniques, processing workflows and tips, and his love of the
outdoors in hopes that it enhances our love of the same. He is as
genuine a person as you will ever meet; a person you want to learn
from, a person you want to share a meal with, a person you want to
be around. 5) I learned more about night photography in four days
than i have in two years and three previous workshops. He is a
patient, complete, and engaging teacher. 6) It is my dream for Joshua
Snow to become recognized by the photography community for the
amazing photographer and person dedicated to the discipline that
he is. I sincerely hope I have the privilege of attending another one of
his workshops. If anyone reading this would like to contact me for a
conversation about Josh's workshops, I would welcome the
opportunity. Josh has my contact information....Bruce

Bruce Blaylock

No Refund/Cancellation/Postponement Policy
for Registrations



Once a deposit has been paid, registration fees for workshops and other events

are non-refundable. If a registrant desires to reschedule his or her attendance at

a workshop or event, a registration is transferable to another Seminar or event

hosted by JSnowPhotography LLC, so long as registrant provides us with at least

thirty (30) days written or electronic (emailed) notice of the desire to transfer the

registration. Your rescheduled Seminar or event must take place within one (1)

year from the original seminar or event date availability provided. If no

availability to any workshops is available within one year at time of transference,

it is at the sole discretion of JSnowPhotography LLC to allow acceptation to future

workshops. A transfer certificate will be held on file with JSnowphotography in

value to the dollar amount paid for the original registration. An administrative fee

of US$50 will apply in the event you transfer your Seminar or event date as

permitted above and will be added to your final billed balance.

We reserve the right to cancel or postpone a workshop or related event(s) in our

sole discretion. If we cancel or postpone a workshop or event, we will use

reasonable efforts to reschedule the cancelled or postponed seminar or event to

within twelve (12) months from its original start date. Registration fees paid by

registrants for a cancelled or postponed seminar shall be applicable to the

rescheduled workshop on a dollar for dollar basis only. In the event

JSnowPhotography LLC elects not to reschedule the cancelled workshop or event,

registrant will be offered a refund. If this occurs, our responsibility is limited to a

refund of any registration fee(s) already paid. JSnowPhotography LLC is not

responsible for airline tickets, hotels costs, other tickets or payments, or any

similar fee penalties or related or unrelated losses, costs and/or expenses

registrant may incur or have incurred as a result of any trip cancellations or

changes. Please allow thirty (60) days for us to process any refunds or credit

changes. Travel Insurance should be considered.



Workshop dates and locations are subject to change without prior notice.

JSnowPhotography LLC reserves the right to change any and all instructors for

each Seminar or event without notice.

By registering for a workshop, you acknowledge that JSnowPhotography LLC does

not make any representation, warranty, or guarantee as to whether you will

ultimately attain sufficient understanding and knowledge to become a

professional photographer.  

Registration Confirmations

You will receive a workshop and Hotel/Venue Information Letter VIA EMAIL by 120

days before the scheduled dates of your seminar. If you have not received it by 60

days before the scheduled dates of your workshop, please contact the office at +1

(607)239-0994 or email Joshua@JSnowPhotography.com

Payment Information

The prices shown online are not valid in conjunction with any other offer and are

subject to tax, as applicable. We accept Paypal, Venmo, Visa, MasterCard,

American Express and Discover credit cards. A payment charged to your credit

card account is processed in U.S. funds at the then applicable foreign currency

exchange rate, if the price shown is denominated in a currency other than US$.

We are not responsible for any discrepancies between bank exchange rates, bank

card exchange rates, Internet posted exchange rates, etc.

Checks & Money Orders are not currently accepted online. If you are unable to

pay using Paypal, Venmo or your Visa, MasterCard, American Express or Discover

credit card please contact our office at +1 (607)239-0994 to make alternate

payment arrangements.
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ABOUT JOSHUA SNOW

My Name is Joshua Snow, I am a Fine Art landscape and Night Photographer

born in the Appalachian Mountains but raised in the Finger Lakes region of

Upstate NY. In 2012 I had reached... Read more
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THE WORLD ON A BLADE OF GRASS

Jan 20, 2019

Why a tripod is every bit as important as the camera you rest upon it, and my

top 3 choices

read more

ART, INSECURITY, AND OVERCOMING

Jan 11, 2019

The battle of depression in art, and how to use it to become a better

photographer!

read more
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